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Written by the team of Special Operations veterans at SOFREP, THE SYRIA REPORT is a

behind-the-scenes look at the roots of the drama and unrest that is unfolding in Syria. Based on

information from sources within the intelligence community, using historical case studies and

on-the-ground assets, author Kerry Patton reveals the secret history of U.S. involvement in the

Middle East: from the United States' former alliance with Iran post-WWII, to clandestine operations

involving Saudi princes, to the intricacies of the Iran-Contra Affair, to the overthrow of Qaddafi in

LibyaÃ¢â‚¬â€•this is a fascinating, never-before-told insider account.This is the latest 45-page

report from the team behind the SOFREP website.
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For anyone who knows Kerry Patton, knows that when he talks, people listen. His latest book, The

Syria Report, provides an excellent overall picture as to what is going in the MIddle East,

particularily in regards to Syria and Iran versus Saudi Arabia. The book truly delivers the following

point across: the war in civil war in Syria is not about Syria, it is about Iran. The central theme in this

entire report is the history of US shaping operations throughout the world and how they are being



implemented throughout the Middle East. Anybody who attempts to dispute this claim will get

schooled for many pages on how shaping operations have been used to advance the foreign policy

of the United States for decades. If one is to say that what goes on in the Middle East is about

setting up democracy (a naive neo-con and/or neo-lib point on view) or about oil (anti-war lib,

conspiracy theorist, etc point of view), they are very parochial in their views. This book will open

your eyes and teach you to see the big picture as to what is going on in the ENTIRE Middle east,

not just little ole' Syria.If you wish to liberate your mind from the garbage you hear about the Middle

East from the Mainstream Media or if you are a student of Middle Eastern studies, you will learn

more from this book then you will from some reporter or from some academic nerd at some

university. Kerry Patton is one of the most reliable and credible sources on global terrorism and the

Middle East and his eclectic academic background and professional experience further solidifies his

position and his work.

The inside look at how the US and it's allies have carried out overt and covert military operations,

co-mingled with the US State Department and the CIA's use of foreign players to shape and

eventually cause regime changes in numerous Middle Eastern Countries, the latest venture being

Syria! The back ground of many of the foreign players is as varied and violent as you might expect

to find in the terrorist organizations we are presently fighting. What is quite clear is that US hands

are dirty, bloody and are partially responsible for the rising Islamic Terrorists Threats.

Kerry did a great job showing the cause and effect of the US foreign policy in the Middle East. He

also goes into great detail how Syria in intrinsically tied to Iran. SOFREP and the authors are always

right on the pulse of current events. If your looking for truth and facts you won't find in the main

stream media make sure to keep these guys in mind; Kerry Patton, Jack Murphy and Brandon

Webb!!

Most amazing as this newest by Kerry Patton, Jack Murphy and Brandon Webb was so clear and

easy to read putting together years of historical events regarding Syria and much more. There are

books I read knowing I need to be up on events but, not all are as interesting and actually enjoyable

as this book. There's drama and intrigue and will answer a lot of questions. This SOFREP writing

team is high in credibility - been there, done that. Kerry Patton has years of experience in

Intelligence and his writing style tells the story. Read it and you'll be glad you did. Looking for more

from Kerry in the future.



As a former intelligence analyst, I've spent hours covering Syria. Kerry takes his analytical socio

cultural expertise, blends it with his boots on the ground experience, his action writing style, and

political commentary skills to depict a very vivid picture of what is going on in Syria.

Stars with an intriguing premise, shapes the problem of historical Iranian relationships as the root of

many difficulties in the modern challenges in the middle east....then quickly migrates in to a series of

thinly discussed accusations of historic inappropriate US interventions in south America and across

the globe. Sets the table but delivers nothing close to a coherent assessment of the current situation

in Syria backed with historical influences. Take the time to finish or get an editor.

A complex topic written about clearly and in an easy to understand method. Short of evidence but

then again you wouldn't expect evidence to be available from the many players invested in the

Middle East game, or for the author to mention the detail of such evidence. It serves it's purpose by

making the unaware open their minds and question things while also allowing the aware to nod

knowingly.

But this book. More insight into the real world conflict than any main stream news broadcast.

Excellent work.
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